
Client Meeting #5 - 12/3/13

Client Meeting:
This client meeting was primarily set up so that Pierce and I could go over the recent changes to the All 
Fingerings Table and get feedback from Susan, ensuring it was what she wanted. She seemed to like 
the table and be happy with it. We also invited her to our final presentation Friday morning. During the 
meeting, we also discussed (priority of item is in parentheses):

● Order of Accidental, Octave, Note Display (Highest) - In the All Fingerings Table and in the 
Search Tool, notes should be displayed in the following order: Note (A, B, C, …, G), Accidental 
(Sharp, Flat, Natural), Octave (1, 2, …, 5). Also if an accidental is set to natural there is no need 
to display the natural symbol.

● Search/New Fingering Headings (High) - Susan recommended changing the headings of 
these two pages to something like: “Search for a fingering or fingering combination” and “Add a 
fingering or fingering combination”. They were previously just “Search for a fingering” and “Add a 
fingering”. The new headings will make it more clear that trills are handled.

● Admin Ordering Tool (High) - Susan thinks a dropdown menu placed on the Edit Fingering page 
would be a good place to specify the display order for a fingering.

● Adding Individual Trill Fingerings (Medium) - Susan would like the ability for admins to add 
individual trill fingerings to the database either during the Add Fingering or Approve Fingering 
process.

● Enharmonic fingerings (Medium) - Susan would like the search feature and table to display 
enharmonic results. For example, the notes C sharp and D flat both refer to the same note. In 
such a case, if a user searches a C sharp, they should also see results for D flat (and be given 
some sort of notification as to why they are also seeing D flat results). Also the C sharps and D 
flats should be grouped into one menu in the All Fingering Table.

● Trill Submenu (Medium) - Susan feels that the best way to handle trills is to place them in their 
own submenu (so there will be a standard, alternate, and trill submenu for each note).

● New Fingering Rating (Low) - Susan likes the idea of a 5-star rating but feels the other changes 
are off higher priority. We likely won’t get to implementing this if we prioritize the above changes 
before the end of the semester.

● User Fingerings Favorites (Low) - Susan likes the ability for users to favorite specific fingerings 
for quicker access later on but feels the other changes are off higher priority. We likely won’t get 
to implementing this if we prioritize the above changes before the end of the semester. 

These tasks (in order of priority) will be our focus for the remaining duration of the course (one week).


